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James Robinson on 18:00, 09 September 2008 (UTC) I wasn't able to reproduce the
larger serial number. But I can confirm the code. I was asked to verify the

publication code in June, and checked a hard copy. (Note that the code could be
here, or in the ISFDB database. For this publisher, the ISFDB code is

D1979/0265/306. The definition is here. ) --jfk 7:50, 14 September 2008 (UTC) This
is an odd thing that I just found by accident.. The publisher's name here appears to
be 'W. van Zelt' (Van Zelt? A w.z. means an abbreviation), which was the name of

the publisher of this journal (and the DIR9 books). However, the serial number
indicates that the publisher was 'Vogel Vr. Uitgevers' ('Owl Publishing Co.', formerly

'De Uitgeverij', etc). 'Uitgeverij' is Dutch for publisher, so it appears that 'Vogel
Uitgevers' was this journal's publisher until 1999, when it was acquired by 'De

Uitgeverij'. This would be in accord with the similar 'periscope' publications (which
were sold by their editors to 'Uitgeverij' rather than their own publishing company,

and to which the word 'periscope' was retroactively added). Even when 'Vogel
Uitgevers' was sold to 'De Uitgeverij', there was no change in the 'periscope'

publishing model; 'De Uitgeverij' continued to sell the same books through the
same publisher. It's kind of a funny coincidence to find that a journal using this

publisher's name ended up being sold by 'De Uitgeverij', in exactly the way that the
'periscope' series ended up being sold by 'De Uitgeverij'. -- jfk 08:23, 17 February

2009 (UTC)
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I've updated the Daemon Tools Lite 449 record to fix a couple of significant issues. I've added and
updated the WorldCat ID. OCLC has added a cautions note to the WorldCat ID and that should be the
case. OCLC has also updated the Publisher in the OCLC record. The note about the Publisher would
still indicate that it was published by the Faber and Faber Limited, but the OCLC record indicates

that it was published by Image Book. I've also added a note about the correction to the WorldCat ID.
The WorldCat ID needs to be corrected on all versions except on OCLC. The version from OCLC was
the original. The version in the other sources was an error. This is a recurring problem with OCLC.
Thanks. --Ron ~ Rtrace Talk 15:43, 20 December 2015 (UTC) This is my Daemon Tools Lite 449

record: Date: 1949-11-14 Series: 8 Publisher: Dramatic Performers: Gillian Small, Laura Cumming,
Barbara O'Farrell, Judith Salmon, Jean Forbes-Robertson Copies: 149 Witnesses: John, Paul, George
Regional cataloging codes: US, US-TX Cataloging institution: ILLC Search the Library of Congress

Catalog Record in Library of Congress, Author Name: Small, Gillian, 1889-1982 Record in Library of
Congress, Title: 'Lancashire Lasses' (Papers of the Author) Record in Library of Congress, Link:

you've verified a copy of the new moon as the first edition of jules verne's from the earth to the
moon. the notes say this is the first edition, however it's the second edition (published in 1870) and

the first edition was the first illustrated edition (1870). if you'd like, i'd like to add a note to that
effect. i've added a note to the notes that this is actually the second edition. i'll be doing that for all
books with the oclc number 69636975 before i remove this. thanks. -- vasha 20:32, 3 january 2017

(utc) 5ec8ef588b
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